SEAN WEAFER'S
G2S COACHING SCHOOL

As a high-performance leader or professional with a
passion for helping other people succeed, being able
to coach successfully using a CPD certified, systembased coaching approach provides the following wins
for you in the new hybrid age of remote and digital
work.

PROFESSIONALLY
A career-long people development skill and a highly effective

PERSONALLY
Protect your career against future market shocks.

model of leadership in the new hybrid age.
A process of shared accountability to drive improved

Create an additional revenue stream or retirement income.

performance in your team.
More successful team engagement, removal of resistance to

Secure a professional status.

change and improved results using measured outcomes.
Greater clarity, focus and alignment between you and the team.
A proven system for successfully leading teams and individuals
remotely.
Team members see you as a valuable facilitator and enabler.

Add greater perceived value and visibility to your role.

Turn your passion into a business
Become a part of one of the fastest growing professions in
the world.

Higher levels of trust, transparency, motivation and
accountability within the team.
A proven coaching and mentoring system that creates greater
collaboration, co-operation and shared ownership of deliverables.

Create more choice and opportunity for the future.
Build a flexible digital business.

This is the pre-course phase where delegates become
familiar with the course materials through required

Pre-Training Phase

pre-reading.

Training 1 begins, as delegates deep dive into the theory

Training 1

and models behind effective coaching.
Intermediary work for delegates to digest material
learned to-date.

Intermediary Work
Training 2 continues with our interactive coaching clinics.

Training 2 and coaching clinics

Pro-bono coaching practice work with selected coaching
clients or team members, supported by G2S group
coaching clinics.

Coaching practice and Pro-Bono work

A written ‘open book’ assessment, testing delegate’s theoretical
knowledge of G2S coaching theory and practice with a successful
‘pass’ required to qualify for Phase 7.

Written Examination
The student’s fluency in practical coaching is now assessed via a

Discovery Session Practical Assessment and
Certification as a G2S Coach Practitioner with 38
CPD accredited hours.

Client Discovery Session and successful graduates are certified as
a G2S Coach Practitioner.
This optional stage in professional communications skills certifies
the G2S Coach Practitioner as a G2S Advanced Practitioner

Certification as G2S Advanced Coach Practitioner
with additional 19.5 CPD hours (Total 57.5 hours)

licensed to deliver individual and group coaching communications
programs. This training is also open to all coaches who want to
certify as a CPD-Certified Professional Communications Coach.

SEAN WEAFER'S
G2S COACHING SCHOOL

The G2S Coaching system stands out from other
coaching models because it is a specific system

ADDITIONAL INFO

APPLY TO JOIN

Visit SeanWeafer.com for

Click below and schedule

FAQ's on the program and

a consultation to discuss

to see the detailed

joining our next program

based on process, results and accountability. One
client described it as ‘providing guide rails to
success’.
If any of the above resonate with
you then find out how to become
a CPD certified coach and mentor
by training with the G2S Coaching
School at SeanWeafer.com or
G2SCoachingSchool.com

program outline

